An Anthrax Outbreak in Wild Felidae Kept in a Local Zoo
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INTRODUCTION

Anthrax is a zoonotic disease caused by B. anthracis [1]. Bacillus anthracis can persist as a dormant spore in soil for many years, there is little evidence to suggest that it can multiply outside an infected animal. In natural environments it is thought that healthy animals acquire the disease by grazing on the land contaminated with spores from infected animals [2]. Though the principal mode of transmission is ingestion of infective microorganisms, biting flies have been reported to transmit the disease from one animal to another [3]. In animals, the disease progresses rapidly, causes a high rate of mortality and generally courses with septicaemia. The principal lesions are those of oedema, haemorrhage and necrosis [4]. Illness is observed for one or two days, but it may last five days; symptoms are preceded by fever, with a period of excitement in which the animal may charge anyone nearby [5]. All herbivorous animals are particularly susceptible to this pathogen. Humans, suids and carnivores are considered incidental hosts [4]. Susceptibility and high fatality has been reported in cattle, sheep, goats, horses, donkeys, pigs, and many warm-blooded domestic animals. Although avian species are naturally immune to the disease owing to their body temperature, literature reports indicate that the ostrich, crow and duck can be experimentally infected by faecal contamination. Humans may become infected by handling contaminated hides or wool or by examining infected...
carcasses [5]. Wildlife with high rates of disease include antelope, bison, gazelles, impalas, elephants, hippopotami [6-8], red deer [9] black jackal [10]. Wild carnivores can also become infected through the consumption of dead animals infected with anthrax [7,8]. In this report, anthrax infection in the leopard (Panthera pardus), tiger (Panthera tigris) an lion (Panthera leo) were described with clinic-pathological findings.

**CASE HISTORY**

Two dead leopards, 1 dead tiger and 2 sick lions kept in the same zoo constituted the study material. Once all the necessary measures were taken to prevent the risk of contamination, smear samples were taken of all of the dead and live animals (Fig. 1-A). For cytological examination were carried out from the skin and spleen lesions of the dead...
animals. The smears were stained with May Grünwald-Giemsa solution. Specimens taken from the ulcerous focus (2x3 cm) in the skin of the tail of one of the dead leopards (Fig. 1-B) and the 2 convex lesions, measuring 3x3 cm and of light cream colour in the centre and dark red colour in the periphery, in the dorsal and ventral surfaces of the spleen of the other dead leopard (Fig. 1-C). The sections were fixed in neutral-buffered formalin and processed routinely. All sections were stained with Haematoxylin-Eosin (H&E). Because of there is no facility to bacteriological culture microbiological evaluation could be added.

The microscopic examination of the smears revealed the presence of short chains of dark blue coloured rod-shaped bacteria, surrounded by a purplish-red capsule (Fig. 1-D). The histopathological examination of the skin demonstrated widespread haemorrhage and oedema in the epidermis and dermis. The epidermis and dermis also presented with widespread and intense infiltration foci of normal, degenerated and necrotic neutrophils as well as with mononuclear cell infiltrations (Fig. 1-E). The histopathological examination of the demonstrated widespread haemorrhagic areas beneath the splenic capsule. Light brown colored siderocytes containing the hemosiderin pigment were dense in the haemorrhagic areas splenic tissue. The white pulp was observed to be atrophic. Disseminated multifocal necrosis was observed in the form of small foci in the red pulp (Fig. 1-F).

**DISCUSSION**

All domestic and wild animal species susceptible to the disease are infected either by the consumption of soil, feed, milk and water contaminated with B. anthracis spores, the biting of blood sucking flies carrying the pathogen, or the direct contact of open wounds with the spores [3,8,11,12]. According to the information given by the staff of the zoo, the wild Felidae were fed mainly the meat of horses and donkeys obtained from the region where the zoo was located. It was declared that the horses and donkeys were isolated in a separate unit in the zoo for 2 weeks, observed for signs of disease, and slaughtered only in the absence of any such sign. Due to the entire horse and donkey meat stock having been consumed, it could not be confirmed whether the infection of the wild Felidae was caused by the consumption of contaminated meat. In order to prevent any further risk of anthrach infection, the remaining live horses and donkeys were killed under the necessary precautions, and were not slaughtered for being fed to the wild Felidae. Once having entered the body, B. anthracis spores are phagocyted by macrophages and transported to the local lymph nodes. Here the endospores germinate, outgrow into vegetative bacilli, and cause septicemia after being released into the blood circulation. Inside the macrophage, the vegetative form of the causative agent produces 3 exotoxins, namely, the protective antigen, lethal factor and oedema factor. These toxins cause various clinical symptoms and lesions, including haemorrhage, oedema and necrosis [13,14]. Anthrax can be diagnosed on the basis of the identification of the causative agent by the examination of smears prepared from local lesions and blood, which are stained with the Gram, May-Grünwald Gieansa and methylene blue stains [15,16]. The direct or indirect contact of the pathogen with scratches and wounds in the skin, results in the formation of anthrax carbuncles. Skin lesions are observed as haemorrhagic pustules with a necrotic centre and surrounded by oedema, which may ulcerate with the course of the disease [1]. The internal organs affected by the disease vary with the transmission route of the pathogen [17]. As not performing a post-mortem examination of animals known or suspected to have died from anthrac prevents contamination [18], the animals included in the present study were not considered for necropsy. However, prior to the visit of the zoo for the on-the-spot examination of the animals, one of the dead leopards had been skinned and the abdominal cavity of the animal had been opened. The microscopic findings obtained for the spleen in the present study were in agreement with those reported in previous studies with in the experimentally infected [19]. In the present study, following an outbreak, anthrax infection was detected in wild Felidae kept in a zoo, on the basis of macroscopic, cytological and histopathological examinations. It was concluded that, food of animal origin provided to wild animals must be controlled for possible contamination with the anthrax pathogen in order to prevent the transmission of the infection.
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